Axiom dW. For n > 1 any reduction \R, r] is an (n -l)-dimensional space.
We repeat that we start with undefined objects called points, 
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In particular Semisimplex = TNn, Simplex = SNin + l), Semidoublex = 7P(re + l).
It is allowed to take a= 1 in a doublenot triangle or square, the hypothesis Az ~ a(z + l) being then vacuously true.
Indeed for a = 1 we have TNI = 5A/1 = 7P1 = 5P1. We use capitals for points, lower cases for planes, script capitals for squares. For instance the a-square Ji has automatically the points Bi and the planes bi with 1 < i < a.
The axioms by configurations, including axioms given earlier, and to be considered in various later sets, are Axioms 3TN, 3SN, 3TP, 3SP or 3D. There exists a configuration TNn, SNin + 1), TPin + I), SPin + l) or Din + 2) respectively.
Axiom 4N. There is only one plane on the first re points of any simplex.
Axioms 6T, 6W or 6P. // a point 7 is on the re planes, and if a plane t is on the re points, of a configuration TNn, SNn or SPn respectively, then 7 ~ /. Instead of Set X of axioms, often we write Axioms {Xj. The Axioms 6P, 7N, 8A/ do not appear in any previous set, but will be used in proofs.
We shall prove (1, 2, 3SP, 6P) =» Axiom 6T for all n.
The Set SN appeared already in [2] and the set (1, 2, 3D, 6T), fot n -3 only,
2. Moving a simplex. We assume Axioms \SW\ or \SN\ and prove Theorem A2. For every point R and plane r with R ~ r there exists a simplex 9, such that B(n + l) = R, b(n + l) = r.
This theorem states the existence of a simplex Jo containing a given set u of points and planes. We find S by "moving" a simplex from the starting position The proof is obvious. Axioms AN because / ¡¿ a(re + l). G Given a simplex Ct, a point P, and two integers a, ß with 1 < a. < ß < n + 1, the notation a(a, /3; P) means any plane on the point P and on the (re -l) points
Ai with i ¿ a, i ¿ ß. We use also the dual notation A (a, /3; p). (Incidentally, Axioms 1, 2, 7AJ, 8A/ imply Lemma F but not G.)
Proof of Lemma F. We consider three cases:
Case 5. Az ~ r only for z = re + 1.
Case 6. Az' -v. r only for i = ß where 1 < ß < re.
Case 7. Az ~ r for at least two values of i; say i = ß, i = y.
In Case 5 we obtain i) from tl by replacing a(re + l) by r. In Case 6 we obtain 3) from S by replacing Aß, Ain + l), aß, a(w + l) by A(re + l), Aß, ain + l), r respectively. In Case 7 we apply Lemma E repeatedly, until we get out of this case. G Proof of Lemma G. Let ß, y be the smallest values of i such that Az ~ r.
We consider three cases:
Case 8. ß = re + 1, y does not exist.
Case 9. ß < y = n + I. Proof. Let r, s be two distinct planes.
There exists a simplex fe with e(n+ l) = r (Lemma H2 dual If these points are P, Q, the line is denoted by PQ .
Lemma \5. In any simplex U, the line A1A2 is the intersection of the planes !a3 }a(n + l)S.
Proof. The two points P = Al, Q = A2, and therefore all points of PQ, ate on ja3 î a(n + l)S. Conversely, if R is a point on these planes, and if r is a plane on the two points P, Q, then R ° r, because otherwise we contradict Axiom 6T with T = Q, t = a3, TNn = {A4 ] A(n + l), R, P; a4 T a(n + l), r, al}. Thus R, being on all such planes r, is in PQ. □ Lemma B5. // R, S are distinct points in a line PQ, then PQ = RS.
Proof. There exists a simplex S with Al = P, A2 = Q (Theorem D4). We may assume P 4 S. Then S ~ a2 (Axiom 5N). A(n + l) and (Axiom bP) a third point P. Then P 4 Mn + l) and Axiom 5N gives P ~o «Tz, while P 4 An gives P ~ a(n +1). Thus we have found a point Bn-P satisfying and distinguishes P, Q. a Lemma G8. Axioms {DPyl =» Axioms (a, bP).
Proof. Lemma C for n = 1 becomes \DUy\ => 6Ty. We have also 3D => 3TN.
Hence {DPyl ==> \TNy\ => (a, bN We declare that each point of J is on all planes of J-, and that each point of J-is on all planes of J.
We form thus a new space R, which we call the join of J and J-. This space R is a nonprojective simplicial space, with dimension re -a + ß + 1, where a and ß ate the dimensions of J and °l.
Proof. The join R satisfies Axioms ( nor Axioms i{TN\, 3SP") imply Axiom bP. G
